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A Cost Function Approach to the Measurement of
Elasticities of Factor Demand and

Elasticities of Substitution

1. Introduction

The use of a cost function rather than a production function for estimating

production parameters is snwn to have several major advantages.

1) Homogeneity of degree one does not have to be imposed on the production

process to arrive at estimation equations. Cost functions are homogenmus in prices

regardless of tile homogeneity of the production function, oecause a doubling

prices will double the costs but not affect factor ratios.

2) In general, the estimation equations have prices as

rather than factor quanti ties , which, at the firm or industry

exogenous variables. Enterpreneurs make decisions on factor

prices, Wtlicilmakes factor, levels endogenous decision variab

3) To derive estimates in many-factor cases of elastic

of all

ndepenclent var ables

level, are not proper

use according to exogenous

es.

ties of substitution

or of factor demand, no matrix of estimates of the production function coefficients

t]as to be invested, a procedure wilici] has a strong tendency to exaggerate estimation

errors.

4) In the special case of the translog cost function (Christensen, Jorgensen

and Lau, ljlO) to wnich the metnod is applied, problems of neutral of non-neutra]

1’ (firmsor states ill a cross section,efficiency differences among observational units-

L’A non-neutral efficiency difference in the Hicksian sense is one in whicli the
isoquant does not silift inwards ilomotlletically. Tl~e factor ratio does not stay con-
stant at constant factor price ratio. If the capital-labor ratio increases, the effi-
ciency gain is labor saving. This implies that the labor share declines at a constant
factor price ratio. Efficiency gain biases can therefore be defined as follows:

aai factor i-saving

Bi ._.~S(j+l{icks

{

factor i-neutral

col}stant factor prices at LXi > factor i-using

This definition is more easily ilandled in the many-factors case than the usual defi-
nition in terms of marginal rates of substitution.
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years in a time series) or of neutral and non-neutral economies of scale can be

handled conveniently. Tile re fo re, these problems will not result in biased estimates

of tllc production) paranwtvr:;. /\5 wiil be discussed, SUCII differtintx!; c.111 rcbui L

from a variety of sources. Pk)sL methods of estimating production parameters cannot

handle this probiem properly,

S) In the case of the transiog cost function (as well as of the translog pro-

duction function) all estimation equations are linear in logarithms.

6) In production function estimation higil multicol linearity among the input

variabies often causes probiems. Since there is usually little mult icollinearity

among factor prices tilis problem does not arise in cost function

The pian of this paper is as foi lows. The second section is

tion of the Allen partial elasticity of substitution in terms of

of the cost function. Ti]e results is applied to the case of the

function in the third section. The fourth section is devoted to

estimation.

devoted to a deriva-

the cross derivatives

translog cost of

a discussion of

methods to avoid problems of neutral and non-neutral efficiency differences. in

section five the translog method is used to derive estimates of elasticities of

derived demand and of e’

U.S. cross section data

astici ties of substitution for the agricultural sector

of tm states for the years 1943, l~fj~t, l~jj and lfj64.

2. Partial elasticities of substitution in terms
of cost function parameters

Corresponding to the fol iowing cost minimization problems

min c = J XiPi (i = 1,2 ,Oeon)
i=l

subject to Y = f(xl,x2,...xn).

Xi = input levels,

Pi = factor prices,

Y = output,

(i)

(2)

using
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2/
there exist a dual minimum cost functio~

C* = 9(y#l V*”pn)* (3)

“fl]is function (also called factor price frontier) assigns to every combination

of input prices the minimum cost corresponding to the cost minimizing input levels

C#: is l}omog~neous of degree of one in prices.
“i”

If all factor prices double the

cost will double wnile leaving input quantities unaffected.

Shephard*s lemma (Diewert, 1971) holds for the cost function:

Let the bordered Ilessian matrix of (2) be

I !
o f, . ..*** f

fl fll . ..0.. f’;n
f.. =

● t
. . .

in +n , ● . ● . . . inn

ay a2y
where fi = — and fij

aXi ‘-”

Partial elasticities of substitution are defined by Allen as follows:-
3/

n

1=1
z ‘i ‘i (f-’)rks

‘kr = “- XkXr
(5)

2While C of (1) is tile cost of production under any feasible factor combination,
CA refers to tile cost of production wtlen the cost minimizing input combination is
used. S
is tile m

%1
is usual

nce tile optimal input combination is a function of the factor prices, so
nimulm cost.

tl]e two factor case a different definition of
y used, wl]ich is as follows:

the elasticity of substitution

x~
(1 log (r)

‘Lr = P~
d log (T)

Tilis definition is very cumbersome in the many-factors
the two-factor case

Gkr = Gir.

Therefore tile partial concept (5) is used

case (Huncilak, 1u67). In



where (f-l )rl< -1is tile rk-tll elemeilt of f . Froin (5) i t is apparent tnat

‘kr = ‘ri( (6)

If estimates of tiic coefficients of a particular functional form of (2) arc available

til~ uor&3rerJ Iie.ss i an can be coinputecl, inverted dnd tIw 0’s found according to (5)

for specific ill~ut levels.4’ The inversion of a matrix uf estimates ~~as, iwwever, tile

tendency to blow up estimation errors

iMXll i near Lransforrndt i oil, ecol]ometri c

properties of tile production function

In the case of tiw cost funct

the parameters of the function are

‘r-ii = -

on

to an unknown extent and, because inversiorl is a

.
pro[)erties of akr can{~~t be found even if Suci?

parameters are known.

e5t mates of Ukr can be obtained as fol Iows if

32c ‘k
..—.

~prapk
(7)

Ti~is was Qriginal]y proved for homogeneous production function ii~Uzawa (ij62).

Proof: The first order condition of th~ cost minimizing problem (1) and (2) are:

f(xl,. ..,:(,)) - Y = o (G)

Pi - X fi ‘d i=l ,...,11 (3)

Write the total differential of tile first order conditions and rearrange the terms

in the following inatrix form (Hundlak 1967)

“[l
of, . ..0. fn
f~ fll ..*** ‘In

A.. .
. . .

in ir,, . . . . . i :In

Solving for ttw vector of endogenous variables:

[1 [1

dln~ dV
Uxl dP ,

“1 f-l .,
‘T

. .

ixr, ;P n

(Ii))

t’%e tierndt anJ Cnristenscn (1.jll) for example,



This implies

(12)

‘i from (9)Substituting from (10) into (5) and substituting ‘i = —
.
A...

wi th respect to Pk.

Taking the derivative of (4) wi th changed indexes

Combining (13) and (14) and (6)

r~
Fiul tiplying and dividing (11) by ~

a,.

where nrl< = +.

If the parameters

~k xkp~

~
and ak = —

ZXi Pi
is the

of a specific functional

(13)

(14)

(15)

share of factor k in total costs.

form of a cost function have ken esti -

mated (7) can Iw used to derive elasticities of substitution for g ven factor Ieve s

~n~ total co~tscy

3* The Translog Case

The Translog cqst function is particularly useful in ti~is context. It is written

as a logariti]mic Taylor series expansion to the second term of a twice differentiable

2/Also if nk

[

had been estimated in a demand for factors equation one can com-

pute ark from (13 . This may be particularly useful in the two factors case since
tilen the own elasticity of demand can be used. Uecause of l]omogeneity of degree one
of C~~, Qll + rl12 = 0, and 1112 = -nil can be substituted into (13).
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analytic cost function around varia~~lc levels of I (i.e. In Y = 0, in Pi = 0,

i=l ,.., n). Rewrite (3) in natural logilrithm$s

In CA= f(ln Y, In PI, . . . in Pn). (16)

Denoting the first and second order derivatives at In (0) = O as follows:

(Ild) impl ies the symmetry constraint

Yij ‘Yji S

Then the Taylor series expansion is as follows:

illc*=Uo~’JylIly+~Vi lnpi

i

(17a)

(17b)

(i=l ~oe=$n) (’

(i,j = l,e..,n) (

7C)

7d)

(i = 1,...,n) . (1763)

(18)

+ 1/2 X Z Yij In Piln Pj+LYiyln Piln Y

ij i

+ relilainder (19)

This function~/ 7/ It is ais an approximation to an arbitrary analytic function.-

functional forn}”in its UWII rig~lt if the remainder is neglected atld if we assume all

&’T;Ie first power terms of (19) renresent a Cobb Douglas cost function. Ifall

Yij and Yi
{“

were zero tiw production function would be Cobb Douglas as wel I because
the produc Ion function of a Cobb Douglas cost function is Cobb Douglas and vice
versa (Hanoci] 1970).

Z/By a similar expansion of a production funct
tion is found.

lnY=wo+~~i ,j In XIn Xi + l/2 Z Z ‘C.
ii

on the translog production func-

ln Xj.
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derivatives and cross derivatives to bc constant. This latter constraint is imposed

if the parameters are estimated in regression equations.

Homogeneity in prices is defineu as follows: A

APn) . It implies

}Iomogeneity in prices does not

function in inputs. i~o constra

of factor demand,

currently in USC.

The function

Shepardls

Both sets

LVi=l
i

Z Yij = 0, Z Yij

i J

repose Ilolilogcmeity of

nts are imposed on e’

9(y$pl$.*~of’~) =9( Y,AP,,...,

=0

degree one of

astici ties of

which makes the function more general than other

(20)

the production

substitution or

functional forms

can be estimated directly or in its first derivatives which, by

lemma (4), are factor shares:

Ui ‘Vi+Xy ij 111 ‘j i’ ~iy In Y

j

(i=l ?***N*)

(i=l ,...,n. ) (21)

of estimation equations are iinear in logs and have proper exogenous vari-

81ables on the right hand side if the analysis pertains to firms or an industry.-

The yij Imve little economic meaning of their own. We wiil prove that ti~ey

are related to variable elasticities of substitution and of factor demand as follows:

‘ij
1=—

aia.i
Yij + I for all i,j: i+j. (22)

~/in the case of the transiog production function the estimation equations are
similar but with factor quantities on the right hand side. For the decision-making
firm these are endogenous.



Proof:

‘ii=

‘ij =

n ii =

Y=ij

=

u (Yij ‘~f - ~i) for all i.
a;

~+aj for all i,j:
i

Y ii‘+ ai-] for all i.
‘i

a2c:t Pi
P. (—.

J aPi aPj ~-

S.ubstituting ac$;= Xk frQm (h).
q

P,P, 2
lJ~C

Yij = ~ ~Pi bPj

The refore,

c ;’;

~
J

(Yij

Substituting (27) into (7)

aj)o

2Pixi ,C::

‘ij = (yi~ +Cli(.Xj) ~

Pi Pj Xi Xj

(24) fol low from (15). Ti]e proof of (23) is s

8

(23)

i+j. (24)

(25)

(26)

(27)

YiJ+,
Q. E. II.

CZi~j

aPi
milar ~xcep~ that in (26) ~= 1

i
Whicil aCCuU;ltS fOr ‘ai in equation (2j). (25) fol lows again from (Iji) .

If tile yij have ween estimated witfl equations (1~) ancl/or (21), and if WC

factor shares are known, all elasticities can be estimated. SinC~~ij and ~ij at-e

linear transformations Of the yij, wi~ose econometric properties are know~~, the

ecometric properties of ti~c elasticities are knowo as well. No matrix of estimates

has to be inverted.~’

~’For estimating marginal products tile cost function I)as Lile same disadvantage

the production fuilction has in estimating elasticities of substitution. Estimates



4. Treatment of Neutral and don-Neutral
Efficiency Differences

[f efficiency differences exist among the observational units (states or firms

in cross sections, years in time series) ~ile specification of the estimation equations

must take account of the problem t~ avoid bias in estimation.

It is best to Jistinguistl two kinds of efficiency differences:

a) i.differences whicil can lx? functionally reiated to a variable such as output

(scale effects) , a technical cnangc index, time (as a proxy for tecl~nical change) or

education and managerilent (the left out variabies problem).

b) differences among cross-sectiotlal units arising from past differences in

technical Ci]ange, which cannot be functionally related to a variable. [f the cross

sectional units have had a different past ilistory of technical change, ti)ey are no

longer 011 the same isoquant. This is likeiy to happen in many cross sections.

l-he first case is easily bandied. Let the variable Y in (Ij) and (21) stand

for any of the variables whic[] cause the tleutral and non-neutral efficiency differ-

ences (output, time, technical Cilange indux or education). Then (19) and (21) are

immediately correctly specified ~ provitid that the variable Y cl~anges efficiency

at constant logaritrrmic rates , and that data on the variable Y are availabie. As

an example, if time series data are used for t!~e regression and technical change

alone causes the efficiency differences at constant logarithmic rates over time, let

Y stand for t

nical cnange.

YiY were zercj

me. Tne coefficient yy will then be an estimator of the rate of tCCi\-

Tne coefficients yiy will he estimators of the rates of bias. If all

time alone would not affect the factor shares (equation 21). This

of its bordered tiessian nave to be inverted. Since the trans]og cost furlction
and tile translog production function use tile same basic data (input quantities and
priCfSS) it kJOU]d be prefera~]e tO e~tilndte the u. ,j and ;]..

~J
using the former function

wilile usii]g the latter one for the marginal products.



1s)

is the definition of neutrality of footnote 1. I f yiy was greater then zero, the

share of factor i would rise at constant factor prices at the logarithmic rate

YiY* Tnis would be factor i- using technical change.

If a variable causes eff iciency differences 011 wl~ich no data are avai Iable,

the y..IJ can still be estimated in an unbiased way, provided tire left out variable

affects efficiency neutrally. In that case all yly are zero and (21) is still

properly specified without data on the variable Y. But (19) is not correctly

specifies any more oecause yy is not zero.

td be estimated in (21) alone.~/

In tile next section scale effects wil

tnerefore not irlcIudeci as a variable iII (2

over time is assumed to

standing for time).

ProDlem b)of effic

in the same way as tile

De non-neutral and

Therefore, the yij parameters have

be assumed to be neut

) . On the other hand,

time included as a var

ency differences among cross-sect

eft-out variables problems above,

differences are neutral. The proper variable would be an

al. output is

technical cilange

able (Y thus

onal units can be handled

provided the efficiency

efficiency index of the

cross-sectional uni ts wilich is general Iy unknown. However, if ti]e efficiency differ-

ences are non-neutral due to biased technical char]ge in different directions in

previous periods, it would be necessary to know the efficiency index and include it

as a variable in (21). If tne index is not available but the cross-sectional units

can be grouped into regions, within which no non-neutral differences exist, regioni

dummies in equation (21) will again insure unbiased estimates of the parameters of

the cost function, uecause they allow, the regions to have differing shares at equa

factor prices. This again precludes simultaneous estimation of (1’/) and (19).

~/il]cluding education etc. in a Cobb Douglas product in function dssumes that
these variables affects efficiency of the other factors neutrally because all
elasticities of substitution are 1.
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The discussion of this entire section applies equally to the translog pro-

duction function.

5*

The cost function was

Estimation, Data and Conclusions

estimated wi th state data from the Uni tcd States. Four

sets of cross-sectional data wet-e obtained for j~ states or groups of states. The

cross sections were derived from census data and other agricultural statistics

for the years 1u4>, lJ54, ljjj, and Ij64. The combination of cross sections over

time poses problems wilicn are discussed below. In general, Griliciresl (It)dh) defi-

nitions of factors were used. iie distinguishes tile following five fac~ors: land,

labor, machinery, fertilizer al]d all others.

this list and the function fitted corresponds

‘“ For all datatilan a value-added function.—

‘ikt=vi+xy.. Ill Pjkt + yi
IJ

j
4

+ x dr dr + cikt
r= 1

‘where i and j stand for factors of production

Intermediate inputs are i!~cluded in

to a gross output function rather

pooled the following model was fitted:

i=] ,..o,n-l,

j=l ,Ocetno

, k for state, t for

of states and

[

lifkcr
dr =

i)ifkdr.

6r is ti~~ coefficient of non-neutral efficiency difference betweel~

5 (Western States). One share equation has to be dropped from the

only n-1 equations are linearly independent due to the homogeneity

(26)

time, r for groups

group r and group

model because

constraint (20).

In this form tile model allows for neutral efficiency differences of any kind among

U’T!W data are discussed in more detail in the appendix,
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states, non-neutral efficiency differences among groups of states and non-neutral

efficiency differences over time.

Within each of the four cross sections (time period), the error terms of the

n-1 estimation equations are not independent , since for each state the same varia~les

wilich migl)t affect the shares in addition to the prices were left out of the model.

If restrictions Jcross equations (Yij = Yji) are imposed, OLS estimators are no

lor)ger efficieilt despite tiIe fact that all equations contain Idle Si31W2explanatory

variables on ttw rigrlt I]and side (Tiwil 1171). Tnerefore, Lhe sew

regression proble:ll applies and restricted generalized least squares

be applied to all equations simultaneously (Zellner

~) ●12/

If all four cross sections are pooled there is

interdependence over time. The correct way of hand

1262, 1)63, The

ngly unrelated

(RGLS) have tO

1 1971, Chapter

an additional problem of error

ing boti~ problems would be to

specify an equation for each share in each year, tilen test and impose the symmetry

and homogeneity constrain~s and the constraints that the Yij parameters are constant

over time. Tilis exceeded the capacity of the TTLS program. The correct procedure

would also have required tilat one impose constraints of equal ity of tiw auto-

correlation coefficients over time on the estimated variance covariance matrix which

was not possible witil TTLS, The following procedure was therefore adoptecl: Ttw

search for an exact specification was done in RGLS regressions applied to the data

of eacil cross section separately to avoid any biases in the

‘3’ Once tile decision was made to use a specificatpurpose.—

,

~’Tiw Computer Program used was Triangle Universities
Two and Tnree Stage Least Squares, Researcl~ Triangle Partk,

tests used for this ,

on inc

Comp u t
N.C.,

uding equations

ng Center:
972 (TTLS).

‘“ ~INO a. riori information is available to decide which equation to drop and
whether or not to Include reqional dunmries. To make these decisions I was looking
for the specificatiotl in whi;h the imposition of the symmetry constraint Yi~ =Yji

and the homogeneity constraint X yij = O led to the smallest weigl~ted F-ratio according

j
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for land, labor, macilinery and fertilizer, with regional dummies in all equations,

all four cross sectiQns were pooled al]d the symmetry and homogeneity constraints

imposed in the restricted generalized least squares estimation of all four equa-

tions simultaneously. Since the error interdependence over time is neglected, the

repo’rted t-ratios will De overstated to

unbiased.

‘The results of the regressions are

the OLS single equations R2 of Li]e four

~i,e ~ata*Q/
The R* are not very i~igll.

I l~j
some extent,— but the estimators are still

reported in Tables 1 and 2. Table 1 gives

shares equation with I]orilogenei ty imposed on

Table 1: OLS Single Equation R2

Equation Land Labor Macilinery Fertilizer

OLS R2 .68 ● 75 .45 ● 75

to the test static 3.6, p. 314, Theil 1971. Since both of these constraints are

“true” constraints, they can be used in this way to eliminate some specifications,
although several specifications might satisfy tile constraints. A specification in
which liothertl inputs are excluded and dummies added to all equations satisfied this
criterion bes! for the four cross sections. Homogeneity was accepted at the .05
level in all cross sections. Symmetry was only rejected in tile cross section of
1964 with an F-ratio of 4.13 (Critical F,,15 = 2.17).

14J
Despite the 5 year interval between the cross sections, error inter-

dependence over time was still quite large. Correlation coefficients of the OLS
errors of individual share equations between the years 1949 and 1964 were between
.62 and .87. To check whether the neglect of this interdependence among cross
sections had a large impact on the estimated values of tile ~ij the estimates of
the pooled cross sections were compared witt] the simple average of the estimates
obtained in the four cross sections individually. The differences of the estimates
were small.

~’The residuals of tilese equations are used to estimate the variance-
covariance matrix for the GLS regressions.
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From ‘rable 2 the foI lowing conclusions emerge:

a) Out of the ten y. . only 5 are statistically significant.
IJ

This is not

a ‘Ibaclt[ result because Yij = O implies that the elas

to the Cobb-Douglas value of 1. Note, however, that

straint y.. =
IJ

was always re.

inappropriate

b) At

the labor and

factor shares

Icity of substitution is equal

when the Cobb-Douglas con-

nglc cross section models, it

at the Cobb-Douglas form is

O for all i, j was tested in various s

ected. Tnerefore, the conclusion is tl

for aggregate production or cost function fitting.

the .05 level the coefficients of the time variable is significant in

machinery equations. This means that, at constant factor prices the

would have changed which implies non-neutral technical cilange during

tile period 194j to 1364. The coefficient of time in the labor equation is -.05~18.

iience, technical change was labor saving. On the other hand t!le positive coefficient

of time in the macilinery equation (+.025) implies machinery using techl~ical change”

“1’his is consistent with tne findings of Lianos (1371) and my own findings (Binswanger

1372).

c) Six of tile recjional dummies are significant. At equal factor prices the

sl~ares would not be equal

dummies in tile larld equat

the tecilllology ill all rcg

among the groups of states. The coefficients of tne

on of all four regions is negative. This implies that

ons is land saving relative to tlw Lecilnology used in the

iiestern states --Washington, oregon and California. The significant po:;itivc

coefficients in the fertilizer equation of the durmnies for the mixed northern

states and the soutneastcrn states would indicate that these regions use a more

fertilizer using techl~oloyy than the western states.

[JOL too mucil Sioulcl be made out of these regional di fferences because they may

lJe due to different product mixes rather than to true technological differences in

each production. If tncy reflected product mix differences, the dummies will at

least correct for possible biases due to these differences.



The yij I]ave little economic meaning. Tilcy aru best evaluated hy Lhe values

17/ Tilewllicil they imply for elasticities of factor denlaf]d and of substi tution .-—

values are computed for tile simple average of factor silares for all 39 states between

1949 and Ij64. In Table 3 the elasticities are compared witm what tiley wouid be

at equal factor shares in the Co~b-Uouglas case (y.. = 0).
IJ

Tables 3 al]d 4 indicate ttlefollowing conclusions:

d) All own elasticities of factur demand have the correct sign. LanJ demand

seems to be very inelastic.

tions tile coefficient of land

n ernpi rical work wi th Cogg-Dotig

is usually between .15 and .4.

(25) with yij = d (the Cobb-Douglas constraint) these values

elasticities of -.85 to -.60 which is substantially higher

found with tile translog cost function.

The values of the oti~er own demand elasticities are c

for fertilizer, higher than they would be in the Cobb-Doug

demand is subscantialiy less elastic t!~an Griliches (1959)

as production func-

Accordincj to equ~tion

reply land demand

ttlan the elasticity

ose to one at~d, except

as case. Tt]e fertilizer
, ~,

estimate of -2.0.—

e) Elasticities of substitution and cross-elasticities of demand are posi-

tive for substitutes and negative for coniplementso These relationships are easier

17’The elasticities were also computed usinq aqcireqatc factor silarcs reported— --i-
n i)i~s~larlger (1972) for ti]e years 1912, 1~>2, 1~64 and 126). While differei~ces

exist witil ti~e values reported lwre they seemed not important eu]ougll to report
tildSe values. Tile main advantage of LISiIIg a variable elasticity of
function rati]er than a CES framework is not that, for observed valu(
tile elasticities vary widely, but that this format does not constra
of substitution to be equal.

~’Tllese estimates are not necessarily in conflict. Griiiciles
Iong-t-un elasticity in a time series. This implies that, if there

Lies

fertilizer-using innovation due to a fall in tile price of fertilizer, his price re-

substitutioil
s of shares,
n all elastic

cstill]ates a

s an induced

sponse picks up part of tile adjustment due to the technical change. This is wliat
Ilappened in U.S. agriculture (Einswanger 1j72). Since the inclusion of ti~c time vari-
able in our rerjressiol~ equatiol~s picks up the influence of technical cll~nge, the
estimates presented Iwrc are r]et of any technical change influence.
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Table 3. Factor demand and cross demand elastic iticsa implied in tile
estimated ‘(ij and the standard errors around their value in
the Cobb-L)ougla5 caseb

Machin- Fert-
Landd Labor ery ilizer Other

Estimated Translog valucsc
Land -.335(, .0613 . I ‘7J2 -.oi12

-cm (.07) ($.07)
. y,

Fertilizer .4508
-*4~7~

-.0:]21 -,’4;2
(.10) (.20) (“3~) * 1“~815

Other -.0046 .6650 .2;?20 ●1053 -1.0417

Cobb-Douglas values for comparison
Land - “30~~

.]J+75 ,Qjj~ ,.,’’’,-,. >0>2

Fertilizer .1503 . N(J8 -.31;25 . J356 . 3b52-—

Other .151)j .3008 .147j ● 9356 -.6348

aliach Clemeilt in tile table is tile elasticity of demal]d for the input
in tile row aft~~r a price change of the input in the column. These elas-
ticities are not symmetric.

bThe shares used are tl]e same as for the Cobb-Dougias nij.

Y
.L+NJ,

Y . .
CT].. =

lj = ~+ ~i - ]*
Cli ‘ii a,

1

%{!lij)
Si:(y .,)

=-AL.
ai

‘Q. .
IJ = ‘Ljj ‘“ii i ‘U i-i.



Table II. Es. tilnates of the partial elasticities of substitution and starldard
errors witil respect to tho vaiue of +1 (Cobb-Douglas case)~/

Llcllln - Fert-
Land Labor e ry ilizer otncr

Land -2.225 .2o4 1.215 2.381 -od31

(.57) (.24) (.46) (.93)

Labor -3. I.)28 ~~] -1.622 2.22h
(.lj) 1.25) (.$3)

Aachinery -7.373 -.;72 1.844

Symmetri c (1.22) (1.71)

Fertilizer -26.573 2.961
(4.6])

uther -2. ;52

Tile elas tici ties of substi tution are sylnnetric.
Tile own elasticity of substi tution has I i ttle econorilic meaning except tnat i t has
to obey ti)e constrail]t X aj . 0. - = O.

IJ
j

evaluated by ti~e clas tici tics of substi tutiol] in table (4) tilan tilt-: cross-

elas tici ties of demand be’cause the latter reflect the relative ilnportance (sllarc)

of a factor whi le tlw forldcr do not. Complenlentari ty Sewls 10 exis t h~ LWCCI1 tllC

labor-fertilizer pair, the machil~ery-fcrti I izer pai r and ttw 1 an J-other inputs

pai r.

tile s

elast

T~\at tlw f i rst two pai rs should be bad substi tutes coI:Ies as I~o surprise

gnif i cant complernentari ty of the Iabor-ferti 1 i zer pai r was not expected.

ci ty of substitution between machinery and fertilizer is Ilot significant

different froril zero. }ience that complemcntariL.ymigh t be spurious. I“i\e val ue

buL

The

Y

for

the Iand-ot.iler inputs pai r is very smal I and probably not signi ficantly different

from zero.
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The Last substitutability relation exists between land and ferti 1 i zcr, vli~icil

\/as expected. I t \/as a surpri s:?, however, lx) find ti};li Il:lcllilicry is d ;J.:Lt. JI - 5Jb5ti -

Tne small elasticity of substitution uetweel] land and labor was expected.

Over-al

general and

tl]e rcsul t seems to be reasonable and shobf tilat cost functions in

tile trans log cost function in particular lead to valuable me Lilods of

production parali]eter estimation.

~/T~lis idea is put forward in Hayami and Rut tan (1572).
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APPEilDlx

VARIAtiLL COflSTRUCTIOIJ Ai4D DATA SOIJRCLS

For the j~ states and groups of states (see Table D]) aggregate input

quantity data and expenditure data were derived.

!Juanti ty Data

CXcupt for ‘Iotherlt irlputs, ti]c quantity data

who used Gri liciles (19J2) data with some cl]angcs.

were taken from Fishel son (1968),

His discussion of the colI-

struction of tile varia~]es is roproduc~d ilere:

Itrlaterial Inputs

. ..Land. In tile u. S. Census of Agriculture (IJ. S. Uureau of the
Census, ~, 1956, 1962 and 1966), the average value of land and buildings
per farm in eacl] state u~as reported. t{owever, the land value represented
not only the value of land to agricultural production but also included
tile site value of land. The value of buildings included both farm struc-
tures and dwellings. tlcnce, census data on value of land and buildings

were inadequate for t;w purposes of this study, To measure land by t(~e
number of acres per farm (giving each acre a value of one) is also in-
adequate because of the diversity of soil quality, fertility and uses.

In this study tile weighting procedure for measuring land value was
based on a study by Hoover (1361). The value of each acre in eacl] state
at each cross section was measured by its lj40 price relative to that of an
acre of pasture in ttle corresponding state. The value of an acre of pasture
ifl each state in 1940 was calculated by dividing ti;e total value of land
in 1940 by tl-le rrimber of pasture equivalent units of the land in 1~411. This
value of an acre of pasture was kept constant over time. Since all prices
were deflated to tnc lj49 price level in tilis study, tile value of an acre
of pasture in lj4J was also adjusted to tlw 1949 price level. The Lle-
flator used was total value of land in ti]e United States agriculture sector
in 1949, i.e., tile va}ue of agricultural land in 194j measured in 19hll
relative land prices ratio. The ratio was 2.2. The use of ttlis method
provided a measure of the stock of land in constai]t prices. According to
this mutl~od, citanges iii the stock of land occurred only because of cl~anges
in ti]~ number- of acres or their use. The stock of land \/as. unaffected by

chdnges in prices of agricultural products, site effects, or government
programs.
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Table D.1. Listing of states and their grour~s

State :io. Listi~lg of states and tl]eir groups Groupa

Iiaine, Ilew Iiampshi rc, Vermont, ~tassachusettst MN
Rhode Island and Connecticut

New York
New Jersey
Pennsylvania
Oilio
Indiana
Illinois

Michigan
Wisconsin
Minnesota
Iowa
Missouri
North Dakota
South lJakota
iievada
Kansas
Oelaware, ~taryland
Virginia
West Virginia
North Carolina
South Carolina
Georgia
Florida
Kentucky
Tennessee
Alabama
.dississippi
Arkansas
Louisial)a
Oklahoma
Texas
Ilontana
Idaho

a:lN Ilixed agriculture, norttl
GR Grain farming
SE South East
GS Gulf States
!4W Mixed agriculture, fwst



Labor. The labor input was measured in physical flow units aefinecl as
the number of days workeci per farm per year. The labor input was obtained
from three sources, operator’s labor, labor of other family members and
unpaid workers , and hired labor. physical labor \Jas adjusted for age (.6 for
operators above 6.5) and for labor supplied by otiler family members (.65).
Ilo adjustments were II)ade for changes in laborts quality.

The computational equaticx~ for labor is given in Griliclles (136~, p. 1174).

JV ‘ille machinery variable was a measure, in constant prices,
of Llle cost o tile flow of services obtained tl~rough the usc of farn
macilinery and cqliipmento Tile variable \Jas the sum of deflated expenditures
on rcl.~ai. r.:, .Ifid l~i):;l-,l~i~)ll (iJ4J=19u) Jnd 15 percentof tlw s~ock value (after
adjusting to lj4j prices) of r,lacl~incry and equipmer~t on farms. Tile latter
i tem was an a~tempt to approximate machinery services by the costs of
interest and depreciation assuming a constant proportion, over states and
time, between the stock value and the flov~ of services.

Fertilizer. T~~c fertilizer input was defined to be the weighted sum
of the quarrtlty of pletl nutrients. The nutrients are nitrogen (N), pilosphoric
acid (P205) and potasl] (1<20). Tile weights were their 1955 relative prices
or 1.62, .93 and .45, respectively (Griliches, 1364, p. 967). Thus, the
fertilizer input was measured in equivalent tons per year, i.e., a flow
measure. This measure provided a more accurate estimate of= real input
than a cost measure because of the declining price per unit of nutrient
over time and the cilanging nutrient content per tort of fertilizer over
states.il

Tlw only cilangc which l.tias made in these quanti ty data was tl]at, whenever

quantities per farm were used, the farm number was taken from the Census of

Agriculture (U.S. Department of Commerce, 1950 - 1s64), rather than from Farm

Labor (U. S. Department of Agriculture, 1945 - 1972).

Other inputs: Since expenditure data corresponding to Fisl]elson’s quantity

data could not be constructed, new quantity data were defined as follows: Tltey

are the sum of Lile expl icit and implicit annual expenditures on all other material

inputs used in production. The explicit expenditures were

on purchase of livestock, poultry, feed, seed$, plants and

repairs of farm structures and other miscellaneous costs.

were 8 percent interest on livestock and crop inventories,

the cash expenditures

bulbs, operation and

The implicit expenditures

depreciation (4.2%) aird
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interest (j%) on tl]e value of farm structures, and the share of real estate taxes

falling on buildings. Eacil of the expenditures was separately deflated to its

1943 price level to arrive at a quantity measurement (for taxes the agricultural

output price index was used.)

Expendi Lures and Factor Shares:

Tiw expenditure variables were defined, as far as possible, to correspond to

tile quantity variables. Expenditure shares were obtained by dividing the expendi-

tures through tile sum of the qxpcnditures,

Land: Expenditures on land is simply 6 percent of the value of land plus the

share of real estate taxes falling on land.

Labor: Expenditures for labor is the number of man days of labor from

Fishelson (lj68) multiplied by a daily wage rate without room and board (Fari,l

Labor, 1945-1972). This assumes that tlw opportunity cost of farm operators is

the wage rate which they could earn as workers on other farms.

Ftachinery: Expenditures are assumed to be 15 percent of the value of farm

macninery and equipment for interest and depreciation plus t,he current expenditures

for operation and

Fertilizer:

repair of maci]irtery and equipment.

Fertilizer expenditures are directly reported by the U.S.D.A.

Otl~er Expenditures: These expenditures were computed exactly as the quantity,

except that the individual items were not deflated. Aggregate expenditures esti-

mated in this \/ay had a teniJency to exceed aggregate income by up to ten percent.
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Prices:,

we r e

Prices were taken to be the expenditures divided tJy the cluanti ties. They

then deflated to the 1949 price level using the U.S. Agricultural output

price index. :dote that this procedure implies that the price of other inputs

is equal to one for all states in the year 49. Table D2 lists all the data

sources.

Table W. Sources for the cross section data

Variables Source

Farm income, change in inventories, Farm Income Situation,
rental value of chlellings, all July supplement,
explicit current operating USDA (1354-1972)
expenditures

Annual average daily w~ge rate Various issues of Farm Labor,

without board or room USDA (1945=1972~-’

Farm number Various Issues of Census of
Agriculture. U. S. Depart-
ment of Commerce,

(1950, 1954, 1259, 1964)

Input and output price indexes Various issues of Agricultural
Statistics, USDA, (1936-1972)

Repairs and operation of farm USDA, unpublished
dwellings and service structures,
depreciation of dwellings, service

buildings, motor- vehicles, other
machinery and equipment, value
of farm macl}inery and equipment,
value of crop inventories


